pegasus
MICHAEL ELLEGION CONFIRMS THE TRUTH OF ANDY’S TRAVELS IN TIME
AND AFFIRMS THE PURPOSE OF HIS ROLE AS COSMIC WHISTLEBLOWER

Michael Ellegion, Vortex Radio Network, Sedona, Arizona:

[T]his channel also received greater “technological confirmation” of Jesus’ “Ascension and Resurrection’”
by fellow Volunteer Andrew D. Basiago when he was a child and part of the top secret, US time travel
program “Project Pegasus.”
I confirm that he (Andy) did, indeed, not only physically travel through time, but also that his mission for
being a Volunteer in Earth embodiment from the Federation was to, as Archangel Michael likes to say,
“go on [a] Cosmic Spiritual Espionage Mission of Light.”
It was destined that by infiltrating this type of classified project, he would be able to eventually be one of
the many “Whistle Blowers” whom we have protected with our new “Cosmic Silent Witness Program.”
Unlike those witnesses against mundane criminality many years ago, these “Cosmic Whistle Blowers” are
not supposed to be silent, but instead speak out boldly and passionately to expose and ultimately put an
end to the misuse of these types of technologies, and force them to be declassified and given to the
public, for whom they should have always been available instead of suppressed just for the power elite.
For those wanting to hear my interviews with Andrew D. Basiago, go to VortexNetworkNews.com, where
all of my “Cosmic Connection” shows are archived for one’s listening convenience later.
The “Cosmic Connection” show broadcast on the Saturday before Easter Sunday, 2010, was specifically
about Andy sharing with me and the audience about how at the Sandia National Laboratory in 1972 he
watched a classified film of images produced by a process referred to as “Chronovision” that showed the
Crucifixion and Resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth 2,000 years ago…
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